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I have had a love affair with the
martial arts since starting to train in TSD
back in 1970. I still have the same
enthusiasm I had back then. It has remained
fresh and exciting for me. In the beginning, it
was the experience of reaching for Black Belt
that kept me motivated. After Black Belt, I
began to teach and found out about the joy of
teaching TSD.
One of my former student families
traveled from Arizona to be at the World
Championship held in Greensboro, NC, just
to witness the promotion ceremony. The
three men, Marv Unger – father and 2nd
Dan, Erik Unger – 3rd Dan, and Erik’s son
Since beginning to train in Tang Soo came to witness the ceremony and to
Do, I have tested for ten ranks in Colored
congratulate me on this achievement. Erik’s
Belt. Since Black Belt I have tested for eight brother Scott Unger – 2nd Dan could not
ranks. The fifty plus years I have spent on
make it.
my journey seems to have passed by so
It was a real treat to see these
quickly and here I am now a Grandmaster in
fellows
after
the years of them moving to AZ.
Tang Soo Do. It is truly a dream come true.
Marv always had a great sense of humor,
I feel a great responsibility to do my and after the ceremony, they came up to
best in representing WTSDA. Looking back congratulate me. They all looked great, and
over the years, I recall the great martial
Marv and Erik over and over said how they
artists I have had the privilege to know and to have had benefited by my instruction. The
train with, who are no longer with us. I wish
way they went on made me a bit
that Master Chambliss, Master Beam, Master embarrassed, but also, it really made me
White, Master Britt, Master Dunn,
happy.
Grandmaster Beaudoin, Master Causerano,
Achieving this accomplishment has
and of course Kwan Chang Nim Shin could
had a very humbling effect on me. I reflect
share this happy time with me.
that I am on a new path of learning. I can
In Region Eight, for years we
promise that I will endeavor to do The
shared the experience of training under GM
Grandmaster and the Association proud and
Shin’s instruction the last Sunday of every
will continue my quest for perfection.
month at the first HQ located in South
Philadelphia. I feel very privileged to have
played a small part in helping to build our
Association into the fine organization it has
become.
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Grandmaster Vaughn’s Promotion

Grandmaster Vaughn with the Unger family

Testing Your Knowledge
By Scott Thompson, Sah Dan
1.

Choon Bee means…
a.

2.

Turn to the rear

b.

Turn to the front

c.

Turn to the left

d.

Switch sides

Earth

c.

Fire

d.

Heaven

Koguryo

c.

Paekche

d.

Yi

Oh Dan

c.

Yuk Dan

d.

Pahl Dan

b.

Water

Silla

b.

Chil Dan

b.

1936

b.

1945

c.

1953

d.

1958

Reverse punch

b.

Side block

c.

Center level side punch

d.

Center level punch

The monk who originated the Five Codes of Tang Soo Do was...
a.

9.

Rest

Choong Dan Hang Jin is…
a.

8.

d.

Grandmaster Shin was born in the year…
a.

7.

Ready

Grandmaster Vaughn’s new rank is…
a.

6.

c.

The _____ Dynasty was founded in 37 B.C.
a.

5.

Bow to instructor

In the Korean flag, the three unbroken bars represent
a.

4.

b.

Dwi Ro Tora means…
a.

3.

Attention

Wang Kun

b.

Won Kwang

c.

Hang Jin

d.

Unknown

b.

Breathing exercise

c.

Meditation

d.

Spiritual power exercise

Hu Bae

c.

Cho Bo Ja

d.

Sun Bae

Pahl Put Ki means…
a.

Punch exercise

10. The Korean term for beginner is…

3. d

4. b

5. d

6. a

7. c

8. b

9. a

10. c
Dragon’s Den

2. a

b.

1. c

Yu Gup Ja

Answers:

a.
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WTSDA World Championship 2022
By Lucia DeGele, Cho Dan Bo & Isabelle (Izzy) Voight,3rd Gup
The World Championship was an
amazing experience where we met people
from all different regions and places around
the world. It was our first Worlds and Izzy’s
first official tournament. We have indicated
for each section of this article whose
perspective is being shared.

Thursday night (Lucia)
After flying out from Philly on
Thursday, my father and I settled into our
room at the Sheraton Hotel. I had to wait
until about six to see everyone who arrived
by car. At seven, I met up with Izzy and
the other demo team members. We had a
meeting in the hotel lobby. It was a pep
talk from our captains and adult helpers.
As everyone went back to their different
hotels, Izzy and I went to explore the huge
building.
After exploring the hotel, we went out
to dinner at a fast-food place with our dads
because all the other places were booked.
We saw so many WTSDA people outside
and didn't know whether to bow or walk
past. The WTSDA people ended up
walking away before we got out of the car.
When we got back from dinner, we went
back to the hotel where our dads sat in the
main area and encouraged us to talk to
Grandmaster Strong.
It took us a minute to build up enough
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courage, but after a friend joined us, we
bowed and introduced ourselves. After
talking to Grandmaster Strong, we went for
a walk out by the pool where we met a kind
lady from Region 22. We knew she was in
North Carolina for Worlds because she was
carrying a sword. After talking with the
Sword Lady (which was our nickname for
her because we never caught her name), I
was very worried about our demo the next
day so I dragged Izzy up to a corner on the
second floor to practice. We practiced for
about thirty minutes until it was time to go
back to our rooms so that we could rest up
for our big day.
Friday (Izzy)
On Friday morning, our dads went to
the Colosseum where the championship
was taking place and set up the props for
the creativity demo. Later, when I was
walking around admiring the building, there
were WTSDA security personnel
everywhere. I introduced myself to people
I saw in uniform. As most people made
their way to the shuttle, Lucia and I met up
with some of the demo captains and
quickly practiced on the 3rd floor. The
Black Belts went over their forms in
anticipation of the competition.
Once we arrived at the Colosseum, we
ran around and explored while periodically
meeting up with our instructors. Master
Rosenkrans had advised us to bow to the
masters we saw. We had never seen, or
bowed to, so many masters in a single
place before. As contestants were pooling
in, there was an announcement for the
procession of the flags. Master Painter
suggested that I count the regions and the
countries. People of all different ages,
ranks, and ethnicities were carrying the
flags—truly bringing to life the World aspect
of Worlds.
Moments later, with the announcement
of the first ring, the Black Belt competition
began. Over the speakers, they called out
the divisions and rings—first in English and
then in Spanish. Lucia and I were taking
note of who was participating and when so
we could support our fellow Vaughn’s
Dojang members. We found the woman
we had met the night before and watched

her compete. She was a 3rd Dan and she
told us this would likely be one of her last
competitions before she could not be a
competitor anymore. We also went around
watching Vaughn’s Dojang instructors
judge the Black Belts. At some point
before the second round of competitors,
Lucia and I ran over to the carpeted lobby
to review the demo. The announcer began
calling out the next set of ring numbers and
teams so we began making our way
around to find where everyone was
competing. Most of the time we watched
Miss Otto. In most rings, some common
scores were 7.6, 7.7, 8.3, 8.0, or 7.9. Each
judge seemed to be on the same page, but
because they trained in different places,
they were likely looking for different things.
Watching sparring was probably the most
exciting. It was aggressive but, at the
same time, controlled. Just as the Black
Belt competition was finishing up, the
creativity divisions began to set up.
Lucia and I ran to get our costumes
on. With this being our first demo, we were
definitely nervous for our 5 minutes of
fame. The next thing we knew, it was over.
We had seen the other demos, done ours,
and finished the day. Later that evening
after everyone had left the Colosseum,
there was a demo pizza party in one of the
hotel meeting rooms. Afterward, Lucia and
I relaxed in our favorite area and prepared
for the next day.
Saturday (Lucia)
On Saturday morning, I woke up at
eight to get ready for the opening
ceremony. My father and I grabbed a
quick breakfast from the café before
running over to a shuttle. When we got to
the Colosseum, my dad and I met up with
Izzy and her dad. Soon, they started
calling us up onto the floor by rank. The
opening ceremony was such an experience
because of all the demos and promotions.
There were opening speeches and the
National Anthem. We first did forms
together, which left me in awe because of
how synced we were. We were told to sit
for a few minutes in order to see four very
skilled martial artists become promoted to
(Continued on page 4)
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World Championship
(Continued from page 3)

eighth Dan. It was a once in a lifetime
experience. After some more promotions
and speeches, it was time for the demos.
First up was the demo team that had won
the night before, followed by the HDL
performance. The HDL demo was
mesmerizing; they performed acrobatics,
displayed their skills with weapons, and
executed advanced techniques. Following
HDL, there was a masters’ demonstration
where all the masters got together and
performed partner stretches and the three
naihanchi forms. After the opening
ceremony ended, Izzy and I went out into
the lobby so I could help her practice her
forms.
Saturday—Personal competition (Izzy)
It was time for my personal gup
competition. When they called my division,
I ran to the ring to prepare. There was
some confusion at first, because the judges
only had red belts on their list. I showed
them my card and they decided to just let
me compete with higher ranks. There were
3rd gups, 2nd gups, and 1st gups. I admit I
was nervous, but all my competitors were
friendly. I was the first one up for weapons.
I did Bong Hyung Il Bu; I felt like it was one
of my finest forms and when I was in choon
bee, I received my first scores. I felt so
empowered and humbled in that moment; it
was unlike any other feeling. I watched the
other girls’ forms and was in awe of their
technique. I will strive to have the power
they have. With open hand hyung, I was
one of the last to go but while doing the
form, I became nervous and increased my
pace slightly. Mentally, I took note of
everything I was told about Pyung Ahn Sah
Dan and made it the best form I could do in
that moment. Then came sparring. I was
again first and I lost 2-3. It was a good
match, and when I did my techniques, I put
together the things I was taught. Although I
lost the match, I felt proud of the effort I put
in. As the other people sparred, I realized
my sparring game needed to be stepped
up. As we finished competing, all the
numbers were tallied. We then stood up
and bowed before they announced the
winners. After seeing my competition, I
didn’t think I had placed, but to my surprise,
I was called up for co-third for both openhand and weapon hyung! My entire group
exchanged numbers and we would later
create a Snapchat conversation with most
of the members. I am excited to keep in
contact with my division and I look forward
to seeing them at future World events to
come.
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Comparing to Region 8 Championship
(Lucia)
Worlds had many amazing demos to
watch and many opportunities to learn new
things in different ways. But Worlds was a
very different experience than the Region 8
Championship. At Worlds I met so many
new people and masters that I didn't know,
from all over. The same is true with Region
8, which holds an annual tournament
where you can see the people whom you
had trained with before. Izzy and I had
lessons from senior Black Belts on the
regions in the US and where all the regions
are. Worlds was a new experience that
made my view of Tang Soo Do a little
bigger. They worked in the same sort of
way but they gave different experiences.
Comparing to Impact In-House
Tournament (Izzy)
After attending Worlds and Impact
Martial Arts’ in-house tournament, I can
compare details I noticed from both events.
Impact was an advice-based event where
we received feedback on our forms and
sparring. There was also breaking, where
they had us choose what breaks to do and
how many boards we wanted to break.
They had us practice our techniques with
targets while receiving advice from the
instructors, and only then, would we break.

My entire group of eight students broke
every board we wanted to, within our three
tries. With forms, there were two sets of
judges who watched the forms and gave
feedback. Sparring was light contact,
meaning we needed to make actual contact
with the other person to score a point. It
was a double elimination. Though I did not
do well, I happily received feedback and
advice. Interestingly, I was the only girl in
my group and there were a wide age range
of brown belts competing. However, at
Worlds, I was able to compete with girls in
my own age group. There were no breaks,
sparring was no contact, and you received
scores for your hyung. After attending both
Impact at the Celonas’ studio and Worlds, I
can safely say that both were very different,
but it was amazing to experience both.
Final Thoughts
Worlds was a unique experience that
we were both able to share. After spending
the whole weekend together, we were able
to appreciate the grandness of the
championship. We look forward to the
competitions to come and hope to embrace
every little moment, just as we had at
Worlds. Overall, it was a humbling
experience that brought to life how big the
world is and how widespread the World
Tang Soo Do Association is.
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An Inside Look at HDL
By Aarya Bhoir, E Dan
Every two years at the World
Championship, the opening ceremonies
signal the start of the competition by
displaying a series of demonstrations.
Contestants can witness the Masters’
promotions, the Masters’ demonstration,
the first-place demonstration team from the
creative competition, as well as other
presentations.
One group that performs at the
opening ceremonies is the HDL, a team
that I am honored to be a member of. HDL
stands for the Hwarang Dan League,
named after the young aristocratic martial
artists from the Silla Dynasty of Korea
(10th century). The HDL is a noncompetitive demonstration team that
represents the youth of the WTSDA and
includes members from all across the
world, all of whom are under the age of
twenty-five. The program comprises two
teams; the Phoenix Team has members
ranging from eighteen to twenty-five years
of age, while the Dragon Team consists of
nine- to seventeen-year-olds. Created by
Master Giselle Sharpe and managed by
several masters, the HDL strives to be the
best reflection of the WTSDA possible and
is constantly breaking through new
boundaries.
As a member of HDL, I would say that
my time on the team is an experience
unmatched. The program is highly
rigorous, given that the group only meets
once a year and two days before special
events such as the World Championship.
Physical endurance is a large part of the
team; because the entire team only meets
for a few days of the year, the expectations
are much higher. Members typically take
part in close to ten hours of high-intensity
training with limited breaks in between
during these training camps, where the
main goal is to improve technique and skill.
These skills, such as hyung, weapons, and
tricks, require time and effort to learn and
become familiar with, as they are not
particularly taught in traditional Tang Soo
Do. Many HDL forms were created by
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manner to appear more in sync with each
other. Cooperation and teamwork are the
basis of HDL; the ability of every member
to communicate and adapt to different skill
sets is what allows the team to create and
perform such magnificent demonstrations.
Team members are incredibly supportive of
each other; if certain members are unable
to execute a certain trick or are injured,
others will encourage them until they
accomplish that technique and will
consistently check up on them. If certain
members execute a particularly difficult or
complex technique, others will cheer for
them and briefly celebrate their
achievement. It is remarkable to see how
youth within my age range are capable of
pulling off backflips and ariels, as well as
skillfully working with double swords, staff,
and nunchucks. The bonds made between
team members in HDL are special; all of
the friends that I have made within the
instructors within the league, and many
league are incredibly talented and are
combinations of techniques used in
amazing people that have my admiration.
demonstrations are created by active youth
I believe that HDL is one of the
members of the team. Some of the most
greatest honors I have had in participating;
popular tricking on the team include twirls
it is an enjoyable, enticing program that is
with a bo staff, wielding a sword (or even
constantly pushing me to my limits. The
two), and open-hand techniques such as
program is rigorous and exciting, and it is
the 540° kick. Besides training at camps,
an amazing way to connect and socialize
HDL members are required to routinely
with others within the WTSDA. I have
practice at their home studios. In order to
made so many new friends from all around
keep up with the team and to display an
the United States and other countries,
improvement in technique, members must which I didn’t believe was possible before
submit a video of them completing an HDL joining HDL. The league also allows me to
form, the base of many of our
reflect on my character and aids me in
demonstrations. Overall, training for HDL
setting new goals for myself, so that I can
requires a lot of effort, however, the
be the best version of myself. Seeing other
rewards and experience gained from the
team members accomplish incredible feats,
program are worth the extra soreness and as well as the amount of effort and
sweat.
character required to be a part of HDL, has
become a major motivator in not just
As mentioned earlier, the HDL is an
martial arts, but in my growth as a person
international demonstration team that
as a whole. The program has given way to
includes members worldwide. With youth
more of my ambitions, ones that I hope to
from several different regions of the
achieve through patience and effort. I am
WTSDA, it is very interesting to see the
truly thankful to be a part of the HDL, and I
slight variations in techniques, and, more
look forward to whatever new challenges it
impressively, how every member agrees
will bring.
on executing said techniques in a certain
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Vaughn’s Demo Team
By Vaishnavi Vatsal, Cho Dan
As you watch the stage in
front of you, you see a pyramid
of white hoods and red sashes
rise up from its position on the
ground to the first swell of the
music. The Assassins begin
their form, a demonstration of
light, power, and technique.
They finish and then, suddenly,
freeze. The backdrop of Venice
splits open and four figures in
black jump out of a gondola.
They advance towards the
pyramid, taking out each
Assassin one by one with relish;
the Templars have invaded.
Their Leader strides towards
what they came for: the source of the
Assassins’ power, the Heart of Venice.
Their form, using staffs, ends with a
vicious slam that causes the recovering
assassins to crumple once more to the
ground. And so, the Battle for Venice
truly begins. You watch a freeze frame of
each Templar fight multiple Assassins at
once, and to our heroes’ dismay, win. But
all is not lost. With a roar, the Assassins’
leader takes back the Heart, once again
changing the balance of power, this time
in their favor. A breaking scene
represents the newfound optimism in the
Assassins’ hearts. It then shifts back to
the fight where, powered by the Heart and
her determination, the Leader of the
Assassins defeats the Templars and
finishes their Leader once and for all,
freeing them from her evil influence. As
one, the Assassins—both new and old—
celebrate their victory with a final form of
knives, fans, and staffs that declares
good’s victory over evil.
This is the form that we, the demo
team of Vaughn’s Dojang, spent weeks of
practice on. Under the leadership of
Teresa Otto, Aarya “Mean Captain” Bhoir,
Arushi Modi, and Akanksha Palod, we put
together our Assassin’s Creed themed
performance for the 2022 WTSDA World
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Championship. But there is far more to
the demo team than its final polished
product.
For example, there’s a car wash and
bake sale! In order to fund the costumes,
the backdrops, weapons, and the many
other things that we needed, the team put
forth a combined effort into washing every
car that drove into the parking lot behind
the dojang, while adult helpers ran a bake
sale at the entrance. Despite how tired
(and clean) we were by the end, we were
still content; our earnings were a grand
total of $776.94!
As the car wash embodies, demo
requires a lot of cooperation, teamwork,
and perseverance. And stamina. One of
my most vivid memories is lying on the
mats with my teammates as we felt
ourselves dissolving into goo. And then
hazily hearing, “Alright guys, get up, we’re
doing another run-through!” Some
practices, especially the later ones, were
just run-throughs after run-throughs. It
was frustrating, too. One time our
synchronization was off and another time
the moves weren’t on beat. But we kept
practicing. Through that practice, we also
learned new skills. Many of the members,
including me, discovered how to do a
cartwheel. Depending on the forms we

were part of, we also learned
other skills, like throwing a fan
or doing interesting tricks with
the staff.
The final performance at
World’s was nerve-wracking to
say the least. We knew we
could do; it-our practices had
shown that already. But would
we do it in front of the
thousands of people watching?
I’m proud to say that we
did. We had a few mishaps,
but all in all, the demo team’s
performance had the effort put
into building it visible in every
move. Vaughn’s Dojang placed just after
co-third in the creativity division.
It needs to be said that, even with my
bias towards our dojang, the teams who
placed were all spectacular. My personal
favorite, the Toy Story themed demo, was
composed of “toys” that came alive and
astounded the audience with flips and
acrobatics. Another demo earned a
creativity score of 9.0 with their story of
the Grinch’s attempt to steal Tang Soo
Do.
After all the performances, we went
to the afterparty that was held in one of
the Four Seasons Hotel’s meeting rooms.
There, we ate pizza and cookies as we
talked, rewatched a recording of our
performance, and received certificates
that were specifically tailored towards our
unique talents, such as “LEGO!” and
“Best Beethoven Impression.” Trust me
when I say that the people who received
those awards were extremely deserving.
Even if it did end on a bittersweet
note with the loss of two crucial members:
Miss Modi to Texas (guess who got “Most
Likely to Become a Cowgirl”) and soon
Miss Otto to college, being part of the
demo team was a lot of fun and an
amazing experience I look forward to
continuing. (More photos next page)
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Demo Team (Continued)
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Word Scramble
By Teresa Otto, Sam Dan
Unscramble the words using the hints to the right.
1. ilals

This dynasty was founded in 57 BC

2. ugokory

This dynasty was founded in 37 BC

3. keheapc

This dynasty was founded in 18 BC

4. rokoy

The kingdom that replaced the Silla
Dynasty in 935 AD

5. ahw angr and

The corps of young aristocrats who
developed the martial arts in the Silla
Dynasty

6. anwg onk

The Silla Dynasty was overthrown by
this warlord in 935 AD

7. euym obdo gjiont

The name of the first complete martial
arts book

8. onw gknwa

He wrote the 5 Codes of Tang Soo Do

9. agwhn eke

Grandmaster Shin’s instructor

10. omo kdu wnak

Dragon’s Den

Grandmaster Shin was introduced to
the martial arts under this training
system
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Youth Black Belt Camp
By Pranavi Bhagavathula, Cho Dan
Saturday, June 11th, was the Black
Belt Camp I attended for this year. Black
Belt Camp is a nine-hour event where
Cho Dans and Cho Dan Bos go to
improve their higher-level skills, hence the
name "Black Belt Camp." This year was
an amazing experience because of the
fun activities and skills we could work on.
Once we arrived at camp, we
completed a basic warmup, and then with
our group we competed in mini
competitions like tug of war and relay
racing. After that, it was time to train. My
group worked on the second Naihanchi
form (Naihanchi E Dan), a new form,
bongs, self-defense, and one-steps. This
lasted for a while until we split for lunch.
The second half of the day was my
personal favorite part of the day. First, we
played two games—dodgeball and trivia.
There were stations we could choose
from where different instructors were
teaching, such as “Sword Fighting,” "Fun
With Beanbags," "Make Your Own
Forms," etc. The activities I chose were
“Make Your Own Fight Scenes,” and
“Make Your Own Forms.” Making my own
fight scene with my group was incredibly
fun, as I was the bad guy, and got to
make a demo using elements of hand and
foot techniques to make a realistic and
believable fight. Making my own form
was fun as well, as my group and I did a
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bong form along with fans, and we used
Overall, Black Belt Camp was
twirls we learned earlier that day in our
extremely fun, as I met new people,
form. Finally, we finished off the day with improved my skills, and had fun while
Bassai. We did the form repeatedly to
doing karate. Tang Soo!
hopefully get better the next time, and I
felt that my last one was the best I’ve ever
done it.
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Renewing the Tang Soo Do Family
at Black Belt Camp 2022
By Kyle Robertson, E Dan
Black Belt Camp is a date I mark on
my calendar every single year with a lot of
excitement. It’s probably one of my
favorite events in the entirety of my Tang
Soo Do schedule—and why? It’s not only
a time where we get to learn from
instructors from all over Region 8 with
different specialties, approaches, and
ways of looking at the martial art we all
love, but it’s also a renewal of the family
bonds that have brought me back to Tang
Soo Do over and over again. Seeing
everyone from our studio at camp and
taking part in interesting breakout
sessions as a group brings us closer
together, even when that group is small,
and 2022 was no exception.
We couldn’t have asked for a better
day—it was mostly cloudy, but with no
rain, and warm without being
uncomfortably hot, so none of us minded
spending most of the time outside on the
beautiful Elizabethtown College fields.
Many of us miss the old three-day
overnight camp experience, but there are
some advantages to the one-day camp as
well and it certainly kept us all busy!
Masters and instructors from across the
region led some excellent and interesting
breakout sessions, including an intense
breakfalls workshop with Master John
Godwin Jr., a fast-paced bong workout
with Master Adam White, and a chalkknife fighting session that left everyone
with very colorful uniforms. Master
Robinson, the senior master present at
this year’s camp, once again dazzled and
impressed everyone with his skills in
street fighting, taking questions from the
audience about common self-defense
situations and how to use them outside
the classroom when the stakes are much
higher.

Perhaps the most fascinating
workshop of the day was a session on the
basics of Okinawan karate, which many of
us took together. It was an intriguing look
at another culture’s martial arts traditions
and how the Japanese style differs from
the Korean—as well as where they
overlap. Okinawans favor low attacks
(usually below the belt) in comparison to
the high kicks we in Tang Soo Do are
often encouraged to pursue, as well as
punching with sideways fists and standing
in stances much deeper and wider than
Tang Soo Do usually requires. While
none of us would say anything we learned
was “better” than what we know from
Tang Soo Do, it was fun to experience a
different type of martial arts philosophy
and see the various cool weapons
Okinawans employ in their martial arts,
including the sai (a trident-like dagger
that’s surprisingly heavy!), which up to this

point I was sure was only used in the
movies.
Of course, no Black Belt Camp would
be complete without the grand finale of
group hyung and the acknowledgement of
new promotions, including a few from our
very own studio! Master Heise led us in
Bassai probably a dozen times before we
finally called it a day, sweaty and
exhausted—and above all, hungry. A few
of us engaged in the traditional post-camp
ritual of stopping at a local Elizabethtown
pizza place for good food and drink and
were given a bonus in the form of an area
cover band playing some awesome
Beatles tunes (I shout-sang myself
hoarse, I’m not a bit ashamed to admit).
Overall, it was yet another camp
experience that made me proud to be a
Black Belt and even more committed to
this Tang Soo Do family.

Black Belt Portraits
By Lisa Mentley, Sam Dan
We take pride in the hundreds of
students who have earned their Black
Belts while training at Vaughn’s Dojang.
Portraits of many of them are displayed
on the wall in the studio.
If you are a Black Belt who does not
yet have a portrait on the wall, it’s time to
make sure you are represented! Here is
the process you need to follow:

 Have your portrait taken by Mr.

Golden. He schedules periodic

Dragon’s Den

portrait sessions in the dojang, so
watch for an announcement or check
with him on when the next one will
be.

 Mr. Golden will provide the photo files

 Purchase a frame from the dojang

which matches the other frames on
display.

 Present your framed portrait to

Grandmaster Vaughn, who will add it
to you. Choose the photo you like
to the “Wall of Fame.”
best and print out.an 8 x 10” copy on
Remember, as a Black Belt it is your
photo paper. If you do not have the
ability to print the photo yourself, you responsibility to complete the steps
may forward the file to Dr. Thompson, necessary to ensure your photo is proudly
displayed.
who has offered to print them on
request.
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Dojang Spring Cleaning, 2022
By Master Altiere
On Saturday, May 21st, about 10
instructors arrived at 7 AM energized to
clean and disinfect the studio. There was
great teamwork on this bright and sunny
Saturday morning. We completed several
tasks, including cleaning the bathrooms,
windows (outside and inside), wood trim,
locker rooms, closets, instructors’ office,
mirrors, trophies, disinfected the mats and
targets, etc.
The instructors worked hard to ensure
the Dojang was thoroughly cleaned. They
take a lot of pride in our studio; that is the
reason they worked so hard to clean the
Dojang. I am requesting all of our students
to follow the 14th Attitude Requirement and
help us keep our training area clean.
In the future, we may include an extra
thorough cleaning of the studio in the fall.
We may also invite our students to assist
with the cleaning of the studio.

Dragon’s Den
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Important Message from Grandmaster Vaughn:
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